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Category #1-a Outstanding Achievement for News Programming – Evening Newscast: Larger Markets (1-50)
(Award to the Team of Reporters, Meteorologists, Anchors, Producers, Photographers, Editors, Writers, Directors, and Assignment Desk Editors)
- Mercy Hospital Shooting CBS 2 News At 10: Ginger Maddox, Supervising Producer; Brad Edwards, Vince Gerasole, Dana Kozlov, Charles De Mar, Jeremy Ross, Reporters; Rob Johnson, Irika Sargent, Anchors; Damara Anderson, Dan Blom, Vincent Floress, Greg Kelly, Carol Thompson, Michele Youngerman, Producers; Matthew Cramer, Sue McCann, Jana Spoleti, Writers; Deb Zimmer, Director; John Guajardo, Scott Placko, Photographers. WBBM

Category #1-b Outstanding Achievement for News Programming – Evening Newscast: Smaller Markets (51+)
(Award to the Team of Reporters, Meteorologists, Anchors, Producers, Photographers, Editors, Writers, Directors, and Assignment Desk Editors)
- Historic Flooding in Southern Wisconsin: Stephanie Fryer, Producer; Sierra Linton, Director; Gary Cannalte, Erik Franke, Anchors; Keely Arthur, Adam Duxter, Rose Schmidt, Reporters; Leah Linscheid, Kobe MacDonald, Editors. WISC

Category #2-a Outstanding Achievement for News Programming – Morning Newscast: Larger Markets (1-50)
(Award to the Team of Reporters, Meteorologists, Anchors, Producers, Photographers, Editors, Writers, Directors, and Assignment Desk Editors)
- November Blizzard In Chicago: Colleen McCormick, Executive Producer; Elizabeth Godvik, Kara Oko, Eric Reithel, Producers; Ed Curran, Robb Ellis, Megan Glaros, Meteorologists; Vi Nguyen, Mike Puccinelli, Reporters; Ryan Corsaro, Matthew Cramer, Nina Laski, Writers; Marissa Bailey, Erin Kennedy, Anchors; Courtney Scott, Assignment Desk Editor; Kelly Creffiel, Drake Toran, Directors; Dave Kenbrew, Lou Kleinberg, Vince Munyon, Dino Pillizzi, Photographers; Kenneth Myszak, Editor. WBBM

Category #2-b Outstanding Achievement for News Programming – Newscast: Smaller Markets (51+)
(Award to the Team of Reporters, Meteorologists, Anchors, Producers, Photographers, Editors, Writers, Directors, and Assignment Desk Editors)
- Winter Storm: Brooke Hafs, Anchor; Michael Fish, Gino Recchia, Meteorologists; Emily Beier, Reporter; Eric O'Neil, Director; Elyse Maccabee, Alice Reid, Producers; Matt Kohls, Kyle Spoelstra, Photographers; Ben Anderson, Editor; Stacy Engebretson, Executive Producer; Jonathan Gneiser, Assignment Desk Editor; Tyler Wood, Editor. WGBA

Category #3 Outstanding Achievement for News Gathering – Spot News
(Award to the Team of Reporters, Meteorologists, Anchors, Producers, Photographers, Editors, Writers, Directors, and Assignment Desk Editors)
- Deputy Killed: Tony Shute, Douglas Whitmire, Executive Producers; Tanja Babich, Cheryl Burton, Rob Elgas, Judy Hsu, Alan Krashesky, Mark Rivera, Hosea Sanders, Anchors; Stacey Baca, Chuck Goudie, Eric Horng, Will Jones, Jesse Kirsch, Liz Nagy, Reporters; Davis Goolsby, Monica Gonzalez, Allyson Koch, Gregg Koch, Directors; Arlene Erves, Colin Evans, Kirsten Johnston, Alex Jud, John Klein, Barbara Markoff, Chris Parrish, Anna Theodosios, Christine Tressel, Ross Weidner, Producers; Kay Cesinger, Tom Greve, Virginia Matos, Blanca Rios, Writers; Adriana Cortez, Kristen Hoogenboom, Derah Languido, Carleen Mosbach, Eric Siegel, Assignment Desk Editors; Mike O'Reilley, Editor; Damon Carlino, Rodney Correll, Patricia Hemstetter, James Mastri, Mark Scodro, Manoocher Shadnia, Mark Urban, Photographers. WLS

Category #4-a Outstanding Achievement for News Gathering – Investigative Single Story
(Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- Officer Hunt: "I Kill" Cop: Brad Edwards, Reporter; Julia Dougarian, Michael Klingele, Marda Le Beau, Kayla Molander, DeAndra Taylor, Carol Thompson, Scott Wilson, Producers. WBBM
Category #4-b Outstanding Achievement for News Gathering – Investigative Series (Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- **Sterigenics**: Dave Savini, Reporter; Michael Klingele, Marda Le Beau, DeAndra Taylor, Scott Wilson, Michele Youngerman, Producers. **WBBM**

Category #5-a Outstanding Achievement for News Gathering – Serious News (Hard) Feature (Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- **Ferdinand Street: Chicago's Safe Passage**: Brad Edwards, Reporter; Chris Hacker, Michael Klingele, Marda Le Beau, Alif Muhammad, Scott Placko, DeAndra Taylor, Robert Thompson, Scott Wilson, Producers. **WBBM**

Category #5-b Outstanding Achievement for News Gathering – Serious News (Hard) Series (Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- **Victimized Twice/Baby Chase**: Dave Savini, Reporter; Michael Klingele, Demian Krentz, Alif Muhammad, DeAndra Taylor, Wendy Widom, Michele Youngerman, Producers; Marda Le Beau, Executive Producer. **WBBM**

Category #5-c Outstanding Achievement for News Gathering – Light News Feature/Series (Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- **Secrets of the Trade**: Chris Coffey, Hilda Gutiérrez, Katie Kim, Lisa Parker, Phil Rogers, Reporters; Lisa Capitanini, Courtney Copenhagen, Elda Duran, Luis Figueroa, Robin Green, Richard Moy, Katy Smyser, Producers; Rogelio Gazga, Nathan Halder, Bill Jennings, Matt Love, Julio Martinez, Michael McGovern, Marty Nutley, Dave Risser, Ron Zachara, Co-Producers. **WMAQ/WSNS**
- **Meet The Crane Operator**: Julie Unruh, Reporter; Vince Tagle, Producers. **WGN**

Category #6-a Outstanding Achievement for News Specialty Report/Series – Arts/Culture/Entertainment (Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- **Things That Go Ding**: Carl Deffenbaugh, Reporter; Andrew Konkle, LeeAnn Watson, Producers. **WITI**

Category #6-b Outstanding Achievement for News Specialty Report/Series – Business/Consumer (Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- **A+ No More: Defenders Security & the BBB**: Brad Edwards, Reporter; Dan Blom, Chris Hacker, Michael Klingele, Marda Le Beau, Kayla Molander, Alif Muhammad, Scott Wilson, Producers. **WBBM**
- **There is No Home Without a Key**: Zully Ramirez, Reporter; Diana Maldonado, Raul Quiñones, Meredith Veloz, Producers. **WSNS**

Category #6-c Outstanding Achievement for News Specialty Report/Series - Crime (Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- **Marlen Ochoa's Case**: Jessica Fernández, Sonia García, Executive Producers; Griselda Flores, Estefanía Florez, María de Lourdes García, Vanessa Navarette, Manuela Uruena, Producers; Jesús Echeverría, Mariano Gielis, Ligia Granados, Alex Hernandez, Erika Maldonado, David Palomino, Arleí Padilla, Natalie Perez, Enrique Rodríguez, Reporters. **WGO**
- **$400 Bond for Rape: The Judge, Clerk, & Suspect**: Brad Edwards, Reporter; Dan Blom, Michael Klingele, Marda Le Beau, Kayla Molander, Alif Muhammad, Andrew Schroedter, DeAndra Taylor, Producers. **WBBM**

Category #6-d Outstanding Achievement for News Specialty Report/Series – Education/Schools (Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- **Colleges and Universities Concealing Sex Assault Numbers**: Irika Sargent, Reporter; Michael Klingele, DeAndra Taylor, Carol Thompson, Scott Wilson, Producers; Marda Le Beau, Executive Producer. **WBBM**

Category #6-e Outstanding Achievement for News Specialty Report/Series – Environment (Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- **The Last Straw**: Ted Perry, Reporter; Andrew Konkle, Sara Smith, Producers. **WITI**
Category #6-f Outstanding Achievement for News Specialty Report/Series – Health/Science (Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- Bedside Baritone: Ted Perry, Reporter; Andrew Konkle, Sara Smith, Producers. WITI
- Stem Cell Clinics Selling False Hope: Pam Zekman, Reporter; Michael Klingele, Alif Muhammad, Carol Thompson, Scott Wilson, Producers. WBBM

Category #6-g Outstanding Achievement for News Specialty Report/Series – Human Interest (Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- Ida B. Wells: Marsha Bartel, Mike D'Angelo, Producers; Joe Donlon, Reporter. WGN
- Making A Difference: Curt Lenz, Jeremy Nichols, Producers; Tim Elliott, John Stofflet, Reporters. WMTV

Category #6-h Outstanding Achievement for News Specialty Report/Series – Politics/Government (Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- Getting Hosed: Chicago Water Billing: Brad Edwards, Reporter; Julia Dourgarian, Michael Klingele, Marda Le Beau, Kayla Molander, DeAndra Taylor, Producers. WBBM

Category #6-i Outstanding Achievement for News Specialty Report/Series – Military (Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- Feast Of Crispian: Carl Deffenbaugh, Reporter; Andrew Konkle, Sara Smith, LeeAnn Watson, Producers. WITI

Category #6-j Outstanding Achievement for News Specialty Report/Series – Religion (Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- The Sound of Silence: A Look at Allegations of Abuse Within the Peoria Diocese: Caitlin Knute, Reporter; Emily Ogden, Executive Producer; Leon Hendricks, Producer. WEEK

Category #6-k Outstanding Achievement for News Specialty Report/Series – Sports (Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- Godzilla Power: Brandon Cruz, Carl Deffenbaugh, Reporters; Aaron Frye, Samuel Gaudet, Anna Hull, Jonathan McWalter, Producers. WITI

Category #6-l Outstanding Achievement for News Specialty Report/Series – Weather (Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- Storm Chasing: Rachael Kaye, Reporter; LeeAnn Watson, Kale Zimny, Producers. WITI

Category #6-m Outstanding Achievement for News Specialty Report/Series – Societal Concerns (Award to the Reporter/Producer)
- Forgotten Pembroke: Marsha Bartel, Kevin Doellman, Producers; Ben Bradley, Reporter. WGN
- Out of the Darkness: Shining a Light on Domestic Violence: Audrey Moon, Josh Morgan, Executive Producers; Kristin Crowley, Megan Hedstrom, James Stratton, Mary Sugden, Andi TenBarge, Taylor Utzig, Reporters; Robert Burke, Andy Carrigan, Peter Gungel, Ben Hundt, Nick Landi, Kurtis Lawler, Breane Lyga, Kyle Yonkers, Producers. WREX

Category #7-a Outstanding Achievement for Sports Programs - Program Feature/Segment (Award to the Producer/Reporter)
- The Breakdown: David Ross's Game 7 Home Run: Matt Romito, Executive Producer; Shane English, Samuel Peltz, Adam Sobel, Corey Surratt, Chris Zacarias, Producers. Cubs Productions

Category #7-b Outstanding Achievement for Sports Programs – Program Series (Award to the Producer/Reporter)
- The Offseason: Matt Romito, Executive Producer; Drew Clark, Alyson Cohen, Jim Oboikowitch, Samuel Peltz, Chris Simonson, Adam Sobel, Corey Surratt, Chris Zacarias, Producers. Cubs Productions
Category #7-c Outstanding Achievement for Sports Programs – One Time Special (Award to the Producer/Host/Reporter)

- **Hawk**: Brad Boron, Matthew Dahl, Ryan McGuffey, Executive Producers; Matt Buckman, Sarah Lauch, JoVaughn Trammell, Senior Producers; Blake Evaristo, Producer; Tad Hathaway, Associate Producer. **Chicago White Sox/NBC Sports Chicago**

Category #7-d Outstanding Achievement for Sports Programs - Sporting Event/Game - Live/Unedited Program/Special (Award to the Producer/Reporter/Host)

- **Milwaukee Brewers Baseball - Military Appreciation**: Jim Bothun, Adam Bryant, Nicole Kunkel, Chris Moore, Brent Rieland, James Stewart, Jr., Producers; Brian Anderson, Craig Coshun, Bill Schroeder, Hosts; Dario Melendez, Reporter. **Fox Sports Wisconsin**

Category #7-e Outstanding Achievement for Sports Programs – Interview/Discussion Programming (Award to the Producer/Reporter)

- **In My Own Words**: Mike Budenholzer: Ralph Gasow, Mario Hurt, Chris Moore, James Stewart, Jr., Producers; Craig Coshun, Host. **Fox Sports Wisconsin**

Category #8-a Outstanding Achievement for Documentary Programs - Cultural (Award to Producer)

- **Hip Hop U: The First Wave Scholars**: Trevor Keller, Ryan Ward, Producers; Christine Sloan-Miller, Executive Producer. **Wisconsin Public Television**

Category #8-b Outstanding Achievement for Documentary Programs - Historical (Award to Producer)

- **Pooh: The Derrick Rose Story**: Scott Diener, Producer. **Stadium**

Category #8-c Outstanding Achievement for Documentary Programs - Topical (Award to Producer)

- **Warriors to Lourdes**: Carl Anderson, Crystal Floedter, Chuck Gallina, Rob Kaczmark, Gregory Krajewski, David Naglieri, Michele Nuzzo-Naglieri, Kevin Shinkle, Producers. **Spirit Juice Studios**

Category #9 Outstanding Achievement for Informational/Instructional Programming - Program/Special/Series/Feature/Segment (Award to Producer/Host/Reporter)

- **Contact**: Jenna Sachs, Reporter; Stephen Davis, Aaron Frye, Jerry Imig, David McAlister, Dave Michuda, Podkayne Miller, Tim Primeau, Varyl Seiber, LeeAnn Watson, Producers. **WITI**

Category #10 Outstanding Achievement for Interview/Discussion Programming - Program/Special/Segment (Award to Producer/Host/Reporter)

- **Project Community: Split State**: Benjamin Hart, Renee Raffaelli, Executive Producers; Derrick Rose, Host; Sean Downs, Jason Hunter, Producers. **WISN**

Category #11-a Outstanding Achievement for Magazine Programming - Program/Special/ Series (Award to Producer/Host/Reporter)

- **Chicago's Best: Brew Pubs**: Jennifer Lyons, Executive Producer; Cameron Downing, Mike Janowski, Greg Larson, Emma Paley, Tansy Soltysiak, Producers; Elliott Bambrough, Marley Kayden, Lauren Scott, Hosts. **Oak Brook Productions**

- **Wisconsin Life #608 - "Go with the Flow"**: Kelly Saran, Series Producer; Trevor Keller, Zac Schultz, Segment Producers; Christine Sloan-Miller, Executive Producer. **Wisconsin Public Television**

Category #11-b Outstanding Achievement for Magazine Programming – Segment (Award to Producer/Host/Reporter)

- **Coffin Artist**: Joel Waldinger, Producer; Christine Sloan-Miller, Executive Producer. **Wisconsin Public Television**

Category #12-a Outstanding Achievement for Public/Current/Community Affairs Programming – Program/Special (Award to Producer/Host/Reporter)

- **10thirtysix: A Hope for Tomorrow**: Maryann Lazarski, Executive Producer/Segment Producer; Scottie Lee Meyers, Co-Producer; Erica Drehfal, Darin Malkowski, Associate Producers; Portia Young, Host; Raul Galvan, Bohdan Zachary, Executive Producers. **Milwaukee PBS**
Category #12-b Outstanding Achievement for Public/Current/Community Affairs Programming – Series (Award to Producer/Host/Reporter)
- **IEA Teacher Stories**: Bridget Shanahan, Steven Walsh, Producers. **Illinois Education Association**

Category #12-c Outstanding Achievement for Public/Current/Community Affairs Programming – Segment (Award to Producer/Host/Reporter)
- **Love This Child: Holly Young**: Josh Long, Producer; Javi Zubizarreta, Senior Producer. **Grotto Network**

Category #13 Outstanding Achievement for Special Event Coverage – Live/Edited (other than News or Sports) (Award to the Producer/Host/Reporter)
- **Breaking History Books for Children**: Ryan Avery, Caz Rubacky, Producers; Sanjay Seunarine, Associate Producer. **Breaking History**

Category #14-a Outstanding Achievement for Arts/Entertainment Programming – Program/Special/Series (Award to the Producer/Host/Performer)
- **Rockford in Color**: Robert Burke, Kyle Yonkers, Producers. **WREX**
- **Art & Design in Chicago**: Daniel Andries, Producer; Dan Soles, Executive Producer; Elizabeth Reeves, Associate Producer; Shonna Pryor, Kaitlynn Scannell, Research Producers. **WTW**

Category #14-b Outstanding Achievement for Arts/Entertainment Programming – Segment (Award to the Producer/Host/Performer)
- **Trey Gray**: Javi Zubizarreta, Senior Producer; Kevin DeCleodt, Josh Long, Producers. **Grotto Network**

Category #15 Outstanding Achievement for Children/Youth/Teen Programming - Program/Special/Segment (Award to the Producer/Host/Performer)
- **Kids in Crisis: You’re Not Alone**: Maryann Lazarski, Scottie Lee Meyers, Producers; Rory Linnane, Co-Producer; Brian Ewig, Gail G. Grzybowski, Darin Malkowski, Chris Michalski, Justin Migliano, Bill Schulz, Associate Producers; James Fitzhenry, Raul Galvan, Bohdan Zachary, Executive Producers. **Milwaukee PBS**

Category #16 Outstanding Achievement for Human Interest Programming - Program/Special/Segment (Award to the Producer/Host/Performer)
- **Bike Man**: Josh Long, Producer; Javi Zubizarreta, Senior Producer. **Grotto Network**
- **Apadrinado por los Clooney**: Iván García, Alessandra Martin, Daniela Moreno, Jacqueline Núñez, Fabian Ramirez, Producers. **WGBO**

Category #17 Outstanding Achievement for Interactivity
- **Somos Orgullo**: Aleksander Banchs, Iván García, Diego Guirado, Alessandra Martin, Fabian Ramirez, Producers. **WGBO**
- **Project Drive Sober: Comprehensive Multimedia Journalism That's Saving Lives**: Nicole Buckley, Executive Producer; Shannon Sims, Anchor; Rachael Glaszcz, Producer; Paul Marble, Tamott Wolverton, Photographers; James Kust, Digital Director; Marty Hobe, Digital Producer. **WTMJ**

Category #18 Outstanding Achievement for Community/Public Service (PSAs) - Single Spot/Campaign (Award to Producer)
- **The Salvation Army Red Kettle 2018**: Corey Gilbert, LaRoyce Hawkins, Producers; Shanna Schwarz, Executive Producer. **p3 mediaworks**

Category #19-a Outstanding Achievement for News Promo Single Spot/Campaign (Award to the Producer)
- **Friday Night Football**: Robert Burke, Kyle Yonkers, Producers. **WREX**

Category #19-b Outstanding Achievement for Programming Promos (Non-News) Single Spot/Campaign (Award to the Producer)
- **F*** Your Hair Promo**: Nick Jenkins, Jason Polevoi, Teddy Wachholz, Producers. **One City Films**
Category #19-c Outstanding Achievement for Programming Promos – Sports: Spot/ Campaign (Award to the Producer)
- **Cubs YouTube**: Matt Romito, Executive Producer; Drew Clark, Cheri DeYoung, Erin Druger, Shane English, Pat Gostele, Kelly King, Shane Magwire, Samuel Peltz, Chris Simonson, Adam Sobel, Corey Surratt, Chris Zacarias, Producers. **Cubs Productions**

Category #20-a Outstanding Achievement for Commercials – Single Spot (Award to the Producer)
- **Emirates Formula One Chicago Festival**: Patrick Gulotta, Executive Producer; Scott Baker, Hunter Bradley, Tom Cicura, Matthew McManus, Andrea Staley, Owen Weber, Producers; Sara Plano, Co-Producer; Yomi Adekahunsi, Christina Berger, Kessel Cherney, Ethan Stocking-Anderson, Associate Producers. **Intersport**

Category #20-b Outstanding Achievement for Commercials - Campaign (Award to the Producer)
- **The Sendik's Difference**: Lisa Rose, Mark Rose, Executive Producers; Scott Curty, Algernon Felice Jr., Brett Frizzell, Mariah Haberman, Dave Janus, Dan Kirchstein, Teddy Maier, Andrew Natvig, Sam Troz, Co-Producers. **Discover Mediaworks, Inc.**

Category #21-a Outstanding Crafts Achievement for On-Camera Talent - News Anchor
- **Terrell Brown**: Composite. **WLS**

Category #21-b Outstanding Crafts Achievement for On-Camera Talent - Weather Anchor
- **Cameron Moreland**: Composite. **WGBA**

Category #21-c Outstanding Crafts Achievement for On-Camera Talent - Sports Anchor/Reporter/ Play-by-Play
- **Marques Johnson**: Composite. **Fox Sports Wisconsin**

Category #21-d Outstanding Crafts Achievement for On-Camera Talent – Program Host/Moderator
- **John McGivern**: Around the Corner with John McGivern. **Milwaukee PBS**
- **Elliott Bambrough**: Chicago's Best. **Oak Brook Productions**

Category #21-e Outstanding Crafts Achievement for On-Camera Talent – Program Correspondant/ Narrator/Performer
- **Diego Guirado**: Composite. **WGBO**
- **Roger Amm**: A Golden Cross to Bear: A Story of the 33rd Division in World War 1. **WTVP**

Category #21-f Outstanding Crafts Achievement for On-Camera Talent – General Assignment Reporter
- **Michael Lowe**: Composite. **WGN**

Category #21-g Outstanding Crafts Achievement for On-Camera Talent – Investigative Reporter
- **Amanda St. Hilaire**: Composite. **WITI**

Category #21-h Outstanding Crafts Achievement for On-Camera Talent – Traffic/ Transportation Reporter
- **Tia Ewing**: Move Over and Slow Down. **WFLD**

Category #22 Outstanding Crafts Achievement Off-Air – Graphics Arts/Animation/Art Direction/Set Design
- **Julia Dourgarian, David Johnson, Demian Krentz, Al Szopinski, Sarah Urquhart**: CBS 2 Investigators. **WBBM**

Category #23 Outstanding Crafts Achievement Off-Air – Audio
- **Cody Baker**: Composite. **Fighting Irish Media**

Category #24 Outstanding Crafts Achievement Off-Air – Lighting
- **Daniel Kullman, Camrin Petramale**: We Are the Sisters of the Living Word. **Bitter Jester Studios**
Category #25 Outstanding Crafts Achievement Off-Air – Directing
• Jodain Massad - Composite. Fighting Irish Media

Category #26-a Outstanding Crafts Achievement Off-Air: Editor - News
• Andrew Konkle - Composite. WITI

Category #26-b Outstanding Crafts Achievement Off-Air: Editor - Program (Non-News)
• Ryan Ward - Hip-Hop U: The First Wave Scholars. Wisconsin Public Television

Category #26-c Outstanding Crafts Achievement Off-Air: Editor - Promotions/PSAs/Commercials
• Cody Baker - Composite. Fighting Irish Media

Category #27-a Outstanding Crafts Achievement Off-Air: Photographer – News
• Robert Burke, Kyle Yonkers - Rockford in Color. WREX

Category #27-b Outstanding Crafts Achievement Off-Air: Photographer - Program (Non-News)
• Ahimme Cazarez, Iván García, Daniela Moreno - Composite. WGBO
• Samuel Peltz - Composite. Cubs Productions

Category #28-a Outstanding Crafts Achievement Off-Air: Writer – News
• Michael Lowe - Composite. WGN

Category #28-b Outstanding Crafts Achievement Off-Air: Writer – Program (Non-News)
• Larry Potash - Codesmasher. WGN

Category #28-c Outstanding Crafts Achievement Off-Air: Writer – Short Form (Promos, PSAs, Commercials, etc.)
• Cody Baker - Composite. Fighting Irish Media